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Give your Business
a Mobile Makeover
with BeautyAppy.
Provide your clients
a convenient lifestyle
solution on
their smartphones!

Print Media

Digital Media
Platforms

Businesses
presently engage
with their
customers through
multiple
channels

On Air
Media

OOH Media
Direct
Marketing

HOWEVER, MOBILE APPS ARE A MUCH BETTER WAY TO ENGAGE AND
COMMUNICATE WITH ALL YOUR CLIENTS USING A SINGLE PLATFORM
www.appynitty.com

Why get
YOUR VERY OWN
beauty APP?

BeautyAppy lets you increase your
brand awareness, reputation and sales.
99% APP UPTIME

It allows you to connect with potential
and existing clients and provide
them services on the go!

HD VIRTUAL TOURS

REAL-TIME
APP EDITING

INDUSTRY
GRADE SECURITY

CONTACT CENTRE + MOBILE APP

TESTIMONIALS

Be the ﬁrst to provide a unique combination of
mobile app supported by a cloud contact centre for
voice based interaction.

This section will have all the good reviews from your
clients to increase trust and acquire even new clients.

DYNAMIC PROMOTIONS
Send special offers, discounts and promotions
directly to your clients and update
them at any time, from anywhere.

INCREASE BRAND VISIBILITY

OFFLINE AVAILABILITY
Provide static information to users
which work even without an
internet connection.

SOCIAL MEDIA INTEGRATION

With a dedicated Native Grade mobile app in iOS
and Android stores, allow your clients to
know your business through your premium app.

Convert mobile app users to social media
followers through in-app live feeds
and integration.

MULTI-LANGUAGE SUPPORT

NEWS AND MEDIA

You can allow users to use the app in the
language of their choice.

Upload all news and media coverage of your
business that helps build your brand value.

www.appynitty.com

Cost effective and
Cutting edge mobile app
that increases
sales and client
retention.

Clients
increasingly prefer
apps over
websites
85% of the clients choose app over websites
Clients spend 3 hours per day
on their smartphones
Nearly 80% of the total screen time spent on
smartphones is spent on apps
www.appynitty.com

Join The appyness!

9209 100 900
info@appynitty.com
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